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of historical setting can not fail to impress the reader and make more vivid the
accomplishments here recorded.
The author, fully aware of the difficulties of his task, has done well, and
both bacteriology and bacteriologists may be served well by thus having their
accomplishments and their present problems presented to the layman.
GEO. H. SMITH.
YOUR BRAIN AND ITS STORY. By R. J. A. Berry. Oxford Uni-
versity Press, New York. 1939, 165 pp.
This little book is an attempt by the Director of Medical Services of the
Stoke Park Colony, Bristol, England, to present to the lay reader a connected
story of the brain and how it works. That this is a worthy object, no one
can doubt. That this particular attempt is successful, will probably be largely
a matter of opinion. Into the first 50 pages is condensed a not inadequate
sketch of the evolution of the nervous system from its origin in protoplasm
through to the brain of man. The author takes the very sound position that
to understand the mind of man, one must know the brain of man, and the
next 80 pages are concerned with a brief outline of the structure of the nervous
system. Interestingly enough, rather frequent reference is made to the work
of American neurologists. The last 40 pages of the book are occupied with
what the author calls neurological anthropology,-an attempt to draw corre-
lations between the amount of nervous tissue and what, for lack of a better
term, must be called general intelligence. Drawing on a wide experience
with mental deficiencies, Dr. Berry paints a rather lurid picture of the rela-
tionship between size and deficiency. Except for a slightly uncritical accept-
ance of some kinds of data, this book presents a readable and, on the whole, an
understandable picture of the human nervous system. H. S. BURR.